Abstract-In order to achieve complete security in networks with network coding, it has been shown that at least original information symbols must be substituted with uniformly distributed random symbols chosen from the same code field, where is the maximum number of independent coding vectors accessible to the adversary. Thus, sender nodes must dedicate a portion of the bandwidth to transmit noise, which could cause a significant signaling overhead. In this letter, we propose a scheme that requires only one noisy symbol to be embedded in the original information symbol vector to achieve complete secrecy. This scheme utilizes hash functions to generate different random noisy symbols by using the only uniformly distributed random symbol and the information symbols. It has two main advantages: (a) complete security is guaranteed regardless of the number of independent coding vectors acquired by the adversary; and (b) signaling overhead to obtain complete security is minimized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORK coding is a general form of the traditional routing schemes [1] . In network coding based networks, each intermediate node has the ability to process the data packets it receives and then transmit the processed symbols over its outgoing channels [2] , [3] . If an intermediate node has input and output channels, then it should have different functions of its different input symbols. Network coding can be broadly categorized into two classes: linear network coding and nonlinear network coding [2] . Linear network coding, the focus of this paper, has been widely considered because it is simple and practical.
There have been research efforts on achieving secure network coding shortly after network coding was introduced in [1] , [4] . In [5] , a necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of constructing a secure linear network code is derived. In [6] , [7] , connections between secure network coding and secret sharing are established and trade-offs between security, code alphabet size, and multicast rate of secure linear network codes are derived. Two different types of security are considered in [8] and a code field size bound is obtained for each case. The scheme discussed in [9] is based on mixing the original raw information symbols with a vector of uniformly distributed random symbols of the same length by ing them, and then concatenating the resultant vector with the random symbol vector. The concatenated vector is finally sent through the network. Other works such as [10] , [11] Coding at the source nodes is also considered in [12] as a way to make the network code secure. In this case, the source nodes apply channel coding on information symbols before network code is applied. Vulnerabilities of security schemes in network coding are briefly analyzed in [13] . Randomized network coding in mobile, unreliable, noisy networks is considered in [14] . To make the network code robust against these issues and at the same time keep the overhead low, training sequences are embedded in data packets and then channel coding is applied on the entire data packet.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme to achieve complete security for linear network coding with minimum information overhead and without changing the code field size or the functionality of intermediate nodes. Here, complete security means that the adversary will not gain any meaningful information by wiretapping the network links; where meaningful information implies any linear combination of the information symbols. The basic idea to achieve complete security with minimum overhead is to utilize hash functions [15] , instead of by adding redundancy to the information message.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider an interference-and-delay-free network with linear network coding where all channels act as noiseless, linear time-invariant filters. As commonly adopted, we denote this network as ( , ) [1] , where is an acyclic directed graph with unit capacity for each edge, denotes the set of all nodes (vertices) in the network, and represents the set of all edges (links or channels) that connect the network nodes.
Suppose that a set of source nodes, named , send data over the network. All information symbols generated by the source nodes form an information vector of length expressed as
where ∈ ( ) and ∥ ∥ ≤ . Since we consider linear network coding, each edge is associated with a lengthvector, called coding vector. For = 1 to def = ∥ ∥, we denote each coding vector as
Coding vectors are defined over the same code field to which the information symbols belong. At any time instant, the symbol transmitted on the th edge, denoted by , is the inner product of the information vector and the coding vector 1089-7798/09$25.00 c ⃝ 2009 IEEE associated with that edge. So , which is a linear combination of all information symbols can be expressed as
Assume that the adversary has access to at most ( < ) independent edges, where "independent edges" means their corresponding coding vectors are linearly independent. In order to prevent the adversary from acquiring any meaningful information, we should substitute some of information symbols (say ) in the original information vector with uniformly distributed random symbols, , selected from the same code field and then run a linear transformation on the modified information vector,˜, which is expressed as
A final transformation is applied on˜because if we simply place the components of˜on the output edges of the source nodes, then on some of the outgoing edges we will have plain, disclosed information symbols, which are not secure. This linear transformation can be modeled by a simple matrix multiplication at source nodes. This way, at the output edges of each source node we have a linear combination of meaningful information symbols and noisy symbols. Under some constraints that will be discussed in Sec. III, each edge in the network carries only noise, yielding complete security.
The noisy symbols embedded to ensure security cause a reduction in information rate. It has been shown that with existing approaches, the number of noisy symbols, , must be at least equal to [5] - [9] . This substitution results in significant reduction in information rate.
III. EXISTING SCHEMES
We review existing approaches to achieve completely secure linear network coding which has been proposed in literatures such as [5] - [9] . The basic idea is to make sure that the adversary will not be able to neutralize the effect of the noisy symbols on meaningful data by linearly combining available 's. To achieve this goal, we consider
where denotes an -dimensional coding vector corresponding to the th edge available to the adversary, and is the matrix obtained by putting all these coding vectors together. If we partition × into two submatrices, ×( − ) and × , corresponding to the parts of˜that contain information and noisy symbols respectively, then we have
In order to maintain complete security, any linear combination of the rows of matrix should not yield to a length-vector with all zeros for its last components, because otherwise the adversary would be able to gain meaningful information (i.e., a linear combination of the original information symbols) by linearly combining his wiretapped symbols. This requires the submatrix to have independent rows, which necessitates ≥ . Therefore, the number of substituted noisy symbols iñ must not be less than .
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME From Sec. III, we see that existing schemes are based on embedding uniformly distributed random symbols in the information vector and mixing them with information symbols through linear combinations. This approach makes linear network code secure at the expense of potentially a significantly increased overhead. Also, for any given number of embedded noisy symbols, the adversary could break the security by acquiring the symbols on more independent edges.
The goal of this paper is to minimize overhead while guaranteeing complete security in network coding. Our scheme is based on using hash functions. A hash function ℎ maps an input of arbitrary (but finite) bit-length to an output ℎ( ) of fixed, pre-specified bit-length [15] . In addition, given ℎ and an input , ℎ( ) can be calculated with polynomial time complexity but for a given output, it is computationally infeasible to find the corresponding input. Also for a hash function, it is computationally infeasible to find two distinct inputs 1 and 2 such that ℎ( 1 ) = ℎ( 2 ). The last property can be interpreted as a pseudo one-to-one input-output relationship, which means that for different inputs, the outputs will be different with high probability. In other words [15] ,
with high probability
Stronger hash functions have lower collision probability. Since hash function domain is bigger than its range, theoretically the collision probability is greater than zero. However, for a well designed hash function, finding collisions in polynomial time is practically impossible. Hence, with a good approximation, we can assume that (7) is always true. More details about hash function properties are available in [15] . Now suppose that (⋅) is a hash function with outputs defined over ( ) and ∈ ( ) is a uniformly distributed random symbol. We build the vector˜as
where the comma-separation of independent variables in the hash function denotes concatenation, which means the individual components are put next to each other in a bit-wise manner and then applied to the hash function as a single input. Since the arguments of the hash functions in (8) are different, and considering (7), we find that each component in (8) has a different noisy term (similar to one-time-pad stream ciphers [15] ). So, this way, by using only one random symbol, we have concealed all the information symbols in such a way that the adversary cannot recover them via linear combination. The rest of the process is the same as current schemes: running a linear transformation on˜and then sending the resultant vector through the network. Note that in this scheme (⋅) is known to all parties including the adversary, and we have not used any cryptographic process. Furthermore, there is no need for senders and receivers to do any kind of handshaking before starting data transmission. Since the receivers know (⋅), after recovering (feasibility of recovery depends on the design of the network code), all information symbols can be recovered by having , which is the last component of˜.
The main reason for using hash function is to generate different random symbols out of the only noisy symbol, . Although the statement (7) is probabilistic, as long as the probability of the event ( , 1 
for any distinct and is not greater than the probability of having the same outcomes for two independent uniformly distributed random variables selected from ( ) (i.e., 1 ), then the security is as strong as using − 1 independent uniformly distributed random symbols for − 1 information symbols in˜(i.e. One-time-pad stream cipher). Typical hash functions and code fields satisfy this condition easily.
A. Discussion and Comparison with Existing Schemes
Since × in (6) has to be full row rank, all its rows must be linearly independent. This requirement imposes some limitations in assigning coding vectors to the network edges and makes the design and management of network code more complex, especially for random linear network codes. In our proposed scheme, we use only one random symbol and then spread out the randomness evenly over the information vector so that each component in˜has a noisy term. Therefore, for the adversary, neither any individual component of˜nor any linear combination of them has meaningful information. is a coding vector and acquired by the adversary, then 2 can be detected, and so on. Therefore, it is recommended to avoid assigning to any of the network edges and that would be the only restriction. Since each coding vector has components, excluding the all-zero vector, roughly we have − 1 possible ways for selecting coding vectors. Note that this is an upper bound for the coding vector space. With the proposed scheme, this bound will be reduced from − 1 to − 2. Considering that and have large values (e.g., = 2 8 and = 10), this reduction in the coding vector choices would be negligible.
One-way functions are also used in [16] to make a network code secure. The main idea in [16] is to obtain security based on the topology of the network. This scheme requires establishing a spanning tree throughout the network and each network node needs to distinguish its output links not included in the spanning tree from the one included. It assumes that there is only one receiver and the sender wants to transmit one information symbol in each time interval, and each node has a random number generator. For cases that the above scheme does not work properly, one-way functions with the same domain and range (i.e., both are defined over the same field) are suggested to generate random symbols. It is shown that by using such functions, security is achievable. Hash functions are used in our proposed scheme with a different goal: achieving complete security while minimizing information overhead in such a way that intermediate nodes do not need a random number generator and there are no restrictions on the number of receivers and no need for spanning trees.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach to achieve complete security in networks with linear network coding. The basic idea of the proposed scheme is to introduce noisy terms using hash functions. Advantages of the proposed scheme include (a) sender nodes need to substitute only one information symbol with a uniformly distributed random symbol, which minimizes transmission overhead; (b) no changes are needed for all the coding and routing processes at intermediate nodes; (c) no cryptographic schemes are needed and no handshaking is required before data transmission starts; (d) greatly relaxed requirements on coding vector selection space; and (e) neither any linear combinations nor any individual component in the message vector gives the adversary any information. A disadvantage of proposed approach might be the use of hash functions, which increases the transmission complexity. However, an appropriately chosen, simple and efficient hash function will reduce the added complexity.
